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News of the Month

Orientation

Orientation program for new intake (Spring 2013) was held on Feb 03, 2013. The new students enrolled in different departments visited the library in groups along with their faculty members. The library staff Mr. Muhammad Ishtiaq, Ms. Fatima Usman and Ms. Nasira Munir briefed them about library resources and services.

Andrew Parkinson VISIT

Andrew Parkinson, Senior Lecturer in Computing from Lancaster University Library visited CIIT Lahore. During his visit, he also visited the library along with Dr. Muhammad Ahmad Farooqui. Library Incharge welcomed the guests and briefed them about library resources and services. Mr Parkinson took special interest in digital resources and appreciated the way in which library staff organized digital resources and provided the campus wide access to all library users. He spent some time in electronic resources section and appreciated the services, provided by the library.

Visit of the Rector

Honorable Rector Dr. S. M. Junaid Zaidi (SI) visited CIIT Lahore on February 15, 2013. During his campus visit, honorable guest was accompanied by Dr. Mahmood Ahmad Bodla, Director CIIT Lahore, Additional Registrar, HODs and visited the main library. The Library Incharge Mr. Tariq Najmi welcomed the guest and briefed them about the library resources and services.

27th Lahore International Book Fair 2013

Lahore International Book Fair Trust has arranged Book Fair on February 14-18, 2013. It was a very good opportunity for the faculty members of CIIT Lahore to visit International Book fair and select the books for their own use as well as for the library.

To grab the opportunity, Library Information Services, CIIT Lahore has arranged a visit to International Book Fair 2013 on February 18, 2013. Good number of faculty members from all departments have participated and visited the Book Fair and selected the books for the library and for their personal use, as well. Faculty members were very happy to visit and see the flood of books at International Book Fair 2013, where renowned publishers from all over the world participated in the Fair. Faculty members also appreciated the efforts of the library staff for arranging such wonderful visit for them.
Proceedings of the Pakistan Academy of Science
Vol. 49 Issue.12 December 2012

Contents:

Engineering Sciences

❖ Electrochemical Behaviour of Yttria Stabilized Thermal Barrier Coating on Mild Steel in Artificial Sea Water
*M. Farooq, K. M. Deen, S. Naseem, S. Alam, R. Ahmad and A. Imran*

Life Sciences

❖ Agroclimatic Modelling for Estimation of Wheat Production in the Punjab Province, Pakistan
*M. Jawed Iqbal, Zaeem Uddin Ali and S. Shahid Ali*

❖ MATLAB-based Sequence Analysis of muRdr1H, a Functionally Characterized Resistance Gene of Roses
*Aneela Yasmin, Akhtar A. Jalbani and Abdul Samad Chandio*

❖ Comparative Sequence Analysis of Some Rdr1 Resistance Genes from 5RVD PXOWLÀRUD
*Aneela Yasmin, Akhtar A. Jalbani and Thomas Debener*

Medical Science

❖ Development of Skin-friendly Dermatological Water-in-Oil Emulsion of Pomegranate Juice
*Naveed Akhtar, Rashida Parveen, Barkat Ali Khan, Muhammad Jamshaid and Haroon Khan*
Microwave Imaging: Potential for Early Breast Cancer Detection
Muhammad Hassan Khalil, Jia Dong Xu and Tsolmon Tumenjargal

Pain Management in Cancer Patients: A Review
Wasam Liaqat Tarar, Sundus Sonia Butt, Fatima Amin and Mariam Zaka Butt

Physical Science

Wavelet Characterization of Turbulence for Ionospheric Region of the Pakistan Air Space
M. Ayub Khan Yousuf Zai and Khusro Mian

Hadamard-type Inequalities through K-Convexity
Muhammad Iqbal, Muhammad Iqbal Bhatti and Silvestru Sever Dragomir
Contents:

- The Impact of Public School Enrollment on Child Labor in Punjab, Pakistan
  Hamna Ahmed

- What Does Pakistan Have to Join the Inflation Targeters' Club - a Royal Flush or a Seven-Deuce Offsuit?
  Syed Kumail Abbas Rizvi, Bushra Naqvi and Sayyid Salman Rizavi

- Human Capital and Multifaceted Innovation: Evidence from the Lahore Knitwear Cluster in Pakistan
  Fahd Rehman

- The Harberger-Laursen-Metzler Effect: Evidence from Pakistan
  Hina Ali, Muhammad Aslam, Huma Tayyaba Idrees and Saira Tufail

- A Benefit Incidence Analysis of Public Spending on Education in Pakistan Using PSLM Data
  Zahid Asghar and Mudassar Zahra

- Poverty, Income Inequality, and Growth in Pakistan: A Pooled Regression Analysis
  Ahmed Raza Cheema and Maqbool H. Sial
Forman Journal of Economic Studies

Vol. 8 January-December 2012

Contents:

❖ An analysis of international income inequality
  Muhammad Idrees and Eatzaz Ahmad------1

❖ Impact of natural disasters, terrorism and political news on KSE-100 index
  Mian Ahmad Hanan, Saleem Noshina, Saqib Ali Siddiqui and Shahid Imran------13

❖ Performance of alternative price forecast for Pakistan
  Yaser Javed and Eatzaz Ahmad------31

❖ Impact of trade openness on exports growth, imports growth and trade balance of Pakistan
  m. Aslam Chaudhary and Baber Amin------63

❖ Determinants of youth activities in Pakistan
  Rizwan Ahhmad and and Ijaz Hussain------83

❖ A study of implicit tax in Pakistan’s agriculture, with special reference to the case of rice
  Mohammad Aslam------107

❖ Determinants of residential electricity expenditure in Pakistan: Urban-Rural comparison
  Ijaz Hussain and Muhammad Asad------127
International Journal of Information Management Sciences

Issue No. 1 2012

Contents:

❖ Zero-penny expenditure model for library automation in Pakistan
  Farasat Shafi Ullah-----1
  .................................................................................................................................

❖ Perception towards information gathering attitudes of agricultural scientist at a research institute in Faisalabad
  Muhammad Asif-----17
  .................................................................................................................................

❖ Student’s perception on ICT facilities in aided Christian college libraries in Tamilnadu-A study with reference to select variables
  J. Franklin Dr. S. Ally Sornam-----33
  .................................................................................................................................

❖ An analysis of facilities and features of free E-journals in library and information science
  Chauhan, Kaushal-----43
  .................................................................................................................................

❖ Web literacy of postgraduate students of Sambalpur University: An analysis
  Dr. Ram Chander Sanat Bera-----52
  .................................................................................................................................

❖ Punjab University library and its manuscript collection: Its present status, conservation practices, problems and some suggestions
  Hamid Ali-----65
  .................................................................................................................................
Newspaper Clipping February, 2013

❖ Current Issues:

❖ The many forms and shapes of pre-poll rigging By M Ziauddin Published: The Express Tribune February 5, 2013
❖ SC grills Qadri on dual nationality by Sohail Khan. Source: Dawn February 12, 2013 P. # 1
❖ SC throws out Qadri’s petition by Azam Khan. Source: The Express Tribune February 14, 2013 P. # 1 Continue on Page # 9
❖ Pool candidates bound to submit tax numbers by Irfan Ghauri. Source The Express Tribune February 14, 2013 P. # 1 Continue on Page # 9
❖ Protests against Quetta carnage cripple country by Muhammad Ejaz Khan. Source: The News February 19, 2013 P. # 1
❖ Sc will not order army deployment in Balochistan by Sohail Khan. Source: The News February 20, 2013 P. # 1
❖ The dual nationality debate by Dr. haider Mehdi. Source: The Nation February 20, 2013 P. # 06
❖ Grif-stricken Hazaras bury the dead as angry youths protest by Saleem. Source: Dawn February 21, 2013 P. # 1
❖ EC attracts NA ire for ‘politicaian-bashing’ by Raja Ashgar. Source: Dawn February 21, 2013 P. # 1
❖ Tax details of pool candidates to be made public by Iftikhar A. khan. Source: Dawn February 21, 2013 P. # 14
❖ The dead can make things happen By Syed Talat Hussain. Source: The Express Tribune February 21, 2013 P. # 6
❖ Army wants elections on time; spokesman by Kamran Yousaf. Source: The Express Tribune February 22, 2013 P. # 1
❖ ECP devises plan to keep defaulters, corrupt out of polls by Mehtab Haider. Source: The News February 21, 2013 P. # 1

❖ Politics / Democracy / Politicians

❖ Democracy and development By Dr Akmal Hussain Published: February 4, 2013
❖ PML-Q, MQM, PTI among 103 parties yet to qualify for pools by Mir Wasim. Source: Dawn February 13, 2013 P. # 1
❖ A Political execution by Asif Ezdi. Source: The News February 18, 2013 P. # 7
❖ PPP, PML-Q to field joint candidates in polls. Source: The Nation February 21, 2013 P. # 04
- Nawaz, Fazl agree on pool cooperation by Amjad Mahmood. Source: Dawn February 26, 2013 P. #
- N gathers pool force as Functional, NPP join in by Ramzan Chandio. Source: The Nation February 27, 2013 P. 1
- PTI tsunami hits its own ranks. Source: The Nation February 27, 2013 P. # 2
- Raja writes to Nisar, Seeks names of caretaker PM by Khawr Ghumman. Source: Dawn February 28, 2013 P. # 1

**Tax**

- Court calls for recovery of Taxes(Isaf containers case). Source The Nation February 21, 2013 P. # 03
- More Taxes on China's rich by Grace NG. Source: Dawn February 11, 2013 P. # V
- Taxation proposals 2013-14 by Mubarak Zeb Khan. Source: Dawn February 25, 2013 P. # VI
- Taxing secrecy by Huzaima Bukhari and Dr. Ikramul Haq. Source: The News February 28, 2013 P. # 6

**Terrorism**

- No point in talking by Zahid Hussain. Source: Dawn February 12, 2013 P. # 7
- Manufacture of the militant discourse by Syed Irfan Ashraf. Source: Dawn February 12, 2013 P. # 7
- America’s drone issue by Najmuddin A. Shaikh. Source: Dawn February 13, 2013 P. # 7
- Terror comes back to haunt Hazaras: blast kills 67 by Saleem Shahid. Source: Dawn February 17, 2013 P. # 1
- Terrorism and zero-tolerance policy. Source: Dawn February 19, 2013 P. # 6

**Energy Crises**

- Gas crisis by Dr. Faizullah Abbasi. Source: Business Recorder February 13, 2013 P. # 22
- Developing hydropower: potential, risks and constraints by Engr Hussain Ahmad Siddiqui. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. # IV
- From indigenous to imported coal by Ashfak Bokhari. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. # VI
- Damaging discretionary powers by Khaleeq Kiani. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. # VI
- Iran to supply gas at discounted price by Ahmad Ahmadani. Source The Nation February 21, 2013 P. # 16
- Will power plants on imported coal be viable? By Engr Hussain Ahmad Siddiqui. Source: Dawn February 25, 2013 P. # IV
**Banking/ Finance**

- Ending ‘too big to fail’ policy. Source: Dawn February 4, 2013 P. V
- Reducing bank’s Capital burden by Niklas Magnusson. Source: Dawn February 11, 2013 P. # V
- Electronic banking transaction on the rise. Source: Business Recorder February 25, 2013 P. # 2
- Farmers unable to avail of bank loans by Mohammad Hussain Khan. Source: Dawn February 25, 2013 P. # III

**Business & Economics**

- Growth and fiscal space by Dr. Kamal Mono. Source: February 05, 2013 P. # 06
- Economy: removing fault lines by Muhammad Amir. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. IV
- Euro zone economy in worst contraction since 2009 by Andre Damon. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. V
- Conflict economics by Khurram Hussain. Source: Dawn February 21, 2013 P. # 7
- The informal economy by Sakib Sherani. Source: Dawn February 22, 2013 P. # 7

**Trade**

- Lackluster trade policy by Nair Jamal. Source: Dawn February 04, 2013 P. # I
- Law of Chambers of women’s small traders by Mubarak Zeb Khan. Source: Dawn February 04, 2013 P. IV
- Trade deficit falls by 12 pc by Mubarak Zeb Khan. Source: Dawn February 14, 2013 P. #09
- KWSB launches campaign to enhance tax collection. Source: The News February 18, 2013 P. # 15

**Religion**

- The religion of hate by Mariam Habib. Source: The Nation February 20, 2013 P. # 07
- Costly appeasement by I.A. Rehman. Source: Dawn February 21, 2013 P. # 7

**Education**

- Education Problems has deep roots by Shahid Javed Bokhari: The Express Tribune February 3, 2013
- Fixing education by Umer Gilani. Source: The News February 12, 2013 P. # 6
After National Assembly's approval Universities still look suspect by Ikram Junaidi. Source: Dwan February 15, 2013 P. # 04

HEC: Procedure for degree Attestation. Source: Dawn February 19, 2013 P. # 11

Study claims link between lightning, migraine by Laura Barnett. Source: Dawn February 19, 2013 P. # 12


PTI unveils Rs2.5tr education policy by Kaswar Klasra. Source: The Nation February 21, 2013 P. # 05


A law in defiance of the SC by Ata-ur-Rehman. Source: The News February 26, 2013 P. # 6


International Relations

Iran is a nuclear power, says Larijani by javed Choudhry. Source: The Express Tribune February 12, 2013 P. # 1

Pakistan asks for British arms used in Afghansitan by Murtaza Ali Shah. Source: The News February 13, 2013 P. # 1

Post-2014 Afghanistan: Pakistan’s nightmare? By Madiha Sattar. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. # 1

MFN status for India now by Shahid Kardar. Source: Dawn February 19, 2013 P. # 7

Operation of Gwadar port formally handed over to Cnina by Shoaib A Raja. Source: The News February 19, 2013 P. # 1

Zardari meets Iranian leaders Pipeline plan to be pursued vigorously. Source: Dawn February 28, 2013 P. # 1

Law

SC won’t let a foreigner wind up political setup by Sohail Khan. Source: The News February 13, 2013 P. # 1

Supreme Court debate by Faisal Siddiqi. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. # 7

PPP revives Zia-era local govt system in Sindh by Hafeez Tunio. Source: The Express Tribune February 22, 2013 P. # 1 : Continued on p. # 9

Strong anti-terrorism bill introduced in NA by Raja Asghar. Source: Dawn February 26, 2013 P. # 1

Internet/Telecom


New ideas prepare to claim spotlight at CeBIT 2013. Source: Business Recorder February 25, 2013 P. # 12

'Explorer' to done Google internet glasses. Business Recorder February 25, 2013 P. # 12
Agriculture

- **Ensuring level playing field for farmers by Ashfak Bokhari. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. # III**
- **Increasing sunflower to cut import by Muhammad Hussain Khan. Source: Dawn February 18, 2013 P. III**
- **Combating regional pest attack by Ahmed Fraz Khan. Source Dawn February 18, 2013 P. # III**

Sports

- **Pakistan a beat Afghanistan. Source: The News February 12, 2013 P. # 21**
- **Pakistan hindered by lack of home tests, laments Mishab. Source: Dawn February 19, 2013 P. # 22**
- **Pakistan gain in ICC players’ rankings. Source: Dawn February 19, 2013 P. # 22**
- **Pacers let down Pakistan. Source: The Nation February 20, 2013 P. # 20**
- **Rampant proteas complete clean sweep over Pakistan. Source: Dawn February 25, 2013 P. # 20**
- **Federations adopting sports policy2005 to receive grants: PSB by Imran Ali Teepu. Source Dawn February 23, 2013 P. # 20**
Most Discussed Topics during the Month

 RootState

- Quetta Tragedy

- IB report on Quetta an ‘eye opener’ Insecurity turns democracy into disorder: CJ by Nasir Iqbal. Source: Dawn February 22, 2013 P. # 1
- Crunch time for the ECP by Asif Ezdi. Source: The News February 24, 2013 P. # 6
CIIT Lahore Adds

CONVOCATION 2013. Source: Express February 24, 2013 P. # 9
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